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Abstract 
 
Landscape illustration, a core visualization technique for field geologists and geomorphologists, employs the 

parsimonious use of linework to represent surface structure in a straightforward and intuitive manner. Under the 

rubric of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), automated procedures in this vein render silhouettes and creases 

to represent, respectively, view-dependent and view-independent landscape features. This paper presents 2 

algorithms and implementations for rendering silhouettes from adaptive tessellations of point-normal (PN) 

triangles at speeds approaching those suitable for animation. PN triangles use cubic polynomial models to 

provide a surface that appears smooth at any required resolution. The first algorithm, drawing on standard 

silhouette detection techniques in surface meshes, builds object space facet adjacencies and image space pixel 

adjacencies in the graphics pipeline following adaptive tessellation. The second makes exclusive use of image 

space analysis without referencing the underlying scene world geometry. Other than initial pre-processing 

operations, recent advances in the OpenGL API allow implementations for both algorithms to be hosted 

entirely on the graphics processing unit (GPU), eliminating slowdowns through data transfer across the system 

memory bus. We show that both algorithms provide viable paths to real-time animation of pen and ink style 

landscape illustrations but that the second demonstrates superior performance over the first. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 Perspective landscape illustration in the style of Holmes (Fernlund, 2000), Davis (1908), Lobeck (1958), 

Imhof (2007), and many other field geologists and geomorphologists of the 19th and 20th centuries employs 

geometric structures originating in the perspective landscapes of da Vinci and others (Imhof, 2007, pp. 3-14; 

Fernlund 2000, pp. 2-12). Their field pencil sketches, copied in the studio to pen and ink illustrations, are 

rendered in a technical style with historical roots extending to the woodcuts of Swiss artists such as Jost Murer 

and others. Both traditions provide a relatively simple drawing framework for effective landscape visualization 

that is still practiced today (Coe 2010). Regardless of their utility as landscape visualization tools, the best pen 

and ink style landscapes have long been regarded as works of art in their own right (Imhof, 2007, pp. 357-359).  

Unfortunately for manual practitioners, the artistic construction of pen and ink illustrations from initial field 

sketch to finished document requires tremendous effort and skill. Given its potential efficacy and beauty, 

landscape illustration has become an irresistible target for automation and several approaches have been 

described using techniques associated with the methods of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) (Lesage and 

Visvalingam 2002, Kennelly and Kimerling 2006). 

The goal of this work is to promote automated pen and ink style landscape illustration as an alternative, artistic 

form of landscape visualization suitable for implementation in modern high-speed interactive rendering 

environments. Taking advantage of recent developments in GPU hardware and accompanying software 

development environments, this work demonstrates the practicality of performing real-time landscape 

illustration in a form that has been long celebrated for its utility and beauty, opening it up to animation and 

experimentation with adaptable generalization and lighting parameters. It provides cartographers with an 

alternative to the ubiquitous draped air photography model that currently dominates 3D landscape 

representation. Concentrating on one aspect of pen and ink landscape representation—the identification and 

rendering of silhouette lines—we show that attaining animation rendering frame rates requires not only the 

application of modern hardware but also a rethinking of older methods for feature extraction that fail to exploit 

the highly parallel nature of modern GPUs.  

Using the terminology of non-photorealistic rendering, we discriminate between linework representing view-

dependent and view-independent features (Figure 1).  
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[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

 

View-dependent features represent visual edges in a scene that arise through the overlay of a foreground object 

upon a more distant object or the trace of a feature’s profile against the sky. Such features depend upon the 

sketch viewpoint and are referred to as silhouettes. View-independent features are rendered regardless of the 

viewpoint position and often represent features of geomorphological importance (drainage channels, ridges, and 

so on). These features are often referred to as creases or form lines (Isenberg et al. 2003). We will use creases 

for the remainder of this paper as the term ‘form lines’ is sometimes used in the cartographic literature to 

represent linework extending along the plane of a contour in a perspective image (Imhof, 2007, p. 230). 

Mower (2011) provides an overview of many of the early NPR approaches to landscape representation and 

introduces algorithms that use smooth surface models for low noise silhouette and crease extraction. The 

algorithms presented there extract 3D geometry from adaptive B-spline surface models in object space. 

Although the implementation (PenAndInk) produces appropriate silhouettes and creases, it does so at speeds 

that are not conducive to real-time animation.  

Figure 2 illustrates the PenAndInk workload distribution and rendering pipeline. Processing bottlenecks 

occur on each frame when  

 B-spline rendering functions execute on the CPU instead of on the massively-parallel graphics 

processing unit (GPU),  

 a supporting Delaunay triangulation of the tessellated surface is created on the CPU, and 

 topological data associated with the triangulation moves across the system bus from system memory to 

the GPU. 

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE] 
 

Image construction in PenAndInk took up to 20 minutes to render silhouettes and creases for a single frame, 

depending upon scene size. Obviously, this approach is impracticable for real-time rendering applications. To 

approach animation speeds, the algorithms presented in this paper eliminate the use of object space Delaunay 

triangulation for image space techniques that operate on 2D depth buffers and other data hosted on the GPU. 

We discuss recent additions to GPU programming environments that support fast tessellation of cubic surfaces 
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and present 2 new silhouette algorithms that exploit them to circumvent the previous computational 

bottlenecks. The new algorithms 

 eliminate data transfers across the system bus during frame-to-frame rendering, 

 execute all rendering functions on the GPU, and 

 avoid the creation of global topological models. 

2. Modern GPUs and shader programming environments 

 

In general, graphics programs that do their entire rendering on the GPU and minimize data transfer across the 

system memory bus achieve higher execution speeds than those that do not. As GPUs and their programming 

environments have matured, manufacturers have allowed programmers to customize ever more stages of the 

‘programmable pipeline’ (Figure 3). Until the introduction of the NVIDIA GeForce 3 GPU in 2001, 3D 

application programming interfaces (APIs) such as Microsoft DirectX and the open source OpenGL 

environments used ‘fixed pipeline’ models, limiting programmers’ control of the functionality of existing GPU 

firmware functions to the modification of their parameters (Wikipedia 2014a). Subsequent releases of OpenGL 

and DirectX began to support programmable pipeline architectures through the introduction of ‘shader 

languages’ that allow programmers to compile and run novel code on the GPU. GLSL, the group of shader 

languages intended for use with OpenGL and utilized by the implementations described within this paper, 

comprises several closely-related languages differentiated by their target shader ‘stage.’ Each of these stage-

specific variants resemble C but differ from one another with respect to their input and output data streams, 

their allowable data types, their contextual behaviors, and their range of operators and built-in functions. Initial 

versions of GLSL limited programmers to the control of vertex and fragment processing on the GPU 

(Wikipedia 2014b).  After 9 subsequent releases through 2013, GLSL version 4.3 allows access to sophisticated 

GPU functionality for the tessellation of smooth polynomial surfaces to any desired resolution. Whereas 

PenAndInk was written with respect to the OpenGL fixed pipeline model, the implementations in this paper 

depend largely upon GPU features exposed in versions 4.3 and later of GLSL, notably tessellation control, 

tessellation evaluation, and geometry (Shreiner et al. 2013). Figure 3 illustrates the GLSL programmable 

pipeline control flow as of version 4.3. In the following discussions, ‘fragment’ will denote a memory location 

hosted on the GPU with floating point coordinates mapping to a frame buffer pixel. Depending on the data 
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store, a fragment can hold arbitrarily complex structured data. ‘Pixel’ will denote a memory location in the 

frame buffer that holds rendered color information. A depth buffer is a frame buffer attachment that holds, for 

each pixel, the distance of the pixel’s referent surface to the viewpoint. 

[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE] 

 

Modern GPUs use massively parallel architectures to achieve high rendering speeds.  GLSL enforces the 

abstraction that each input primitive is processed on its own virtual core, independent of all others, even if the 

number of physical cores is less than the number of input primitives at any given time. Consequently, GLSL 

programs are inherently parallel; a program written for any shader stage processes a large number of input 

primitives in parallel and asynchronously. GLSL encourages the limitation of inter-processor communication to 

a bare minimum to reduce idle time due to synchronization. Therefore, the implementations described in this 

paper avoid ‘global’ approaches in favor of ‘local’ solutions; communication and synchronization between 

cores is limited as much as possible by acting on small surface patches independently of their neighbors. 

2.1 Tessellation shaders 

PenAndInk uses the OpenGL NURBS (non-uniform, rational B-spline) facility to construct B-spline curves 

from elevation data extracted in square grid format from the National Elevation Dataset (Shreiner et al. 2008; 

USGS 2014). Unfortunately, the NURBS facility is not hosted on the GPU but instead runs on the CPU, 

resulting in substantial execution slowdowns. Furthermore, OpenGL versions released since 3.1 in 2009 lack 

support for the NURBS facility in their core feature sets, leaving the construction of B-spline and related 

polynomial surfaces to the programmer. For both these reasons, the implementations in this paper will not use 

the NURBS facility to generate analytical surfaces but instead run user-defined code on the GPU.  

GLSL 4.3 provides application programmers with built-in tessellation functions on the GPU through 2 separate 

stages. The first, tessellation control, defines the control points (coefficients) for local surface patch generation. 

In this stage, the level of detail is defined by inner and outer tessellation values, parameters that determine how 

input primitives are subdivided on their edges and in their interiors to produce vertices of interior triangles as 

surface evaluation sites for the next stage, tessellation evaluation (Figure 4). In perspective imaging, it is 

frequently desirable to increase the sampling density in the image foreground and reduce it in the background 

where oversampling could write more than one color value to a given pixel. Specifying higher inner and outer 
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parameter values in the foreground provides finer level of detail where it matters than do the lower values 

typically reserved for the parts of a scene in the perspective background.  

Following tessellation control, the tessellation evaluation stage outputs new vertices at the specified evaluation 

sites with values dependent upon a set of given parametric surface equations, typically describing a cubic 

polynomial of some kind. An optional, following geometry shader can then assemble the tessellated vertex 

stream from the evaluation stage into triangles for further processing (as described in the Adjacency 

algorithm and implementation below). If the application does not specify a geometry shader, the non-

programmable primitive generator will quietly assemble the vertices into triangles for output to the fragment 

shader (as in the Toward/Away algorithm and implementation). The algorithms described in this paper use 

point-normal (PN) triangles (Vlachos et al. 2001) to define Bezier surface functions for subsequent surface 

analysis.  

Numerous tutorials on OpenGL 4.x shaders exist. The author found those at Modern OpenGL Tutorials (Meiri 

2014) to be particularly helpful, especially those concerning the construction of polynomial surfaces from PN 

triangles. 

2.2. PN triangles 

Unlike the global B-spline surface constructed by the OpenGL NURBS facility for PenAndInk, PN 

triangles are local cubic Bezier surface patches assembled from triangular facets arranged in a mesh (Figure 4). 

Visual continuity (though not necessarily tangent continuity) is maintained with adjacent patches by assigning 

normals to patch vertices in a CPU pre-processing stage. At each mesh vertex, the summed normals of the 

incident faces are normalized and assigned to the vertex, essentially providing an ‘average’ of the surrounding 

face normals (similar to the technique supporting Phong shading (Phong, 1975)). On the GPU, the tessellation 

control shader interpolates points at brst (where r, s, and t are barycentric coordinates relative to the PN triangle 

vertices) to serve, along with the PN triangle vertices and their associated vertex normals, as the control points 

or coefficients of a cubic Bezier equation across the PN triangle. The control points are not representative of 

any sampled surface elevation value between the known vertices; rather, they function as a framework for 

smoothing across the PN triangle. Using the specified inner and outer tessellation level values, the tessellation 

control shader then determines the number and locations of vertices that will become evaluation sites for the 
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tessellation evaluation stage. This stage determines elevations at these sites by supplying their barycentric 

coordinates to the Bezier equation of the parent PN triangle. The resulting surface is generally sufficient for use 

as a base for silhouette and form line generation, but tangent discontinuities leading to 1 or 2 pixel-wide cracks 

appearing between adjacent patches can become problematic for analysis unless corrected. For both algorithms 

described in this paper, the input surface mesh is a regular triangulation of a fixed-resolution grid cell DEM. 

 [FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE] 

3. Silhouette extraction algorithms for PN triangle surfaces 

Silhouette generation on a fixed triangular mesh is a well-understood problem (Kennelly and Kimerling 

2006). Given a viewpoint and a triangle with 3 edge-adjacent neighbors, a silhouette occurs along a 

shared edge if the normal of one triangle points toward the viewpoint (less than 90° between the line-of-

sight vector and the surface normal) and the other points away (Figure 5). This approach assumes local 

knowledge of triangle adjacency, available to a GLSL geometry shader as an input stream from the 

evaluation shader, but only if tessellation is disabled. Since the first of the 2 algorithms presented below 

(Adjacency) requires both tessellation and adjacency information, its implementation compensates for 

this incompatibility by using shader storage objects (SSOs) to record and access information concerning 

the containing (or generating) object-space surface triangle of each fragment. SSOs are cross-core 

memory structures hosted on the GPU that incur minimal synchronization penalties, allowing global read 

and write access across GPU cores with support for arbitrarily complex data structures.  

[FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE] 
 
3.1 Algorithm 1 (Adjacency): Finding silhouettes through triangle adjacency 

Adjacency operates in 3 sections. The first is a one-time operation run on the CPU. The next 2 sections 

run on the GPU as rendering passes for each new frame. The first pass writes triangle data to SSOs; the 

second renders to the on-screen frame buffer. 

To find silhouettes through adjacency (Adjacency): 

1. On CPU: 

1.1. Find the PN vertices for the mesh (one-time operation); 

2. On GPU, for each rendered frame: 
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2.1. First rendering pass: 

2.1.1. Group mesh vertices into PN triangle patches (vertex shader); 

2.1.2. For each PN triangle, define Bezier control points and specify evaluation sites 

(tessellation vertices) using inner and outer tessellation values (tessellation control 

shader); 

2.1.3. For each tessellation vertex, evaluate surface with respect to its Bezier equation 

(tessellation evaluation shader); 

2.1.4. Assemble tessellated vertices into triangles and write tessellated triangle IDs and 

vertex world coordinates to the triangle list SSO (geometry shader); 

2.1.5. For each frame buffer fragment, 

2.1.5.1. If the distance of this fragment to the viewpoint (depth) is less than that of 

the currently stored fragment, 

2.1.5.1.1. Store the ID of the containing tessellated triangle in the ID raster SSO cell 

representing this fragment (fragment shader); 

2.2. Second GPU rendering pass: 

2.2.1. Create 2 screen-filling triangles (vertex shader); 

2.2.2. For each frame buffer fragment, 

2.2.2.1. Look up the containing triangle ID of this fragment and its neighbors; 

2.2.2.2. For each neighbor, 

2.2.2.2.1. If the fragment and the neighbor have different containing triangle IDs, and if 

their referent 3-space triangles do not share a 3-space edge, 

2.2.2.2.1.1. Render the fragment as a silhouette. 

Figure 6 illustrates the rendering pipeline for the first rendering pass of Adjacency. 

[FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE] 

The first rendering pass writes information to 2 independent SSOs. An invocation of the geometry stage, called 

once for each tessellated triangle, stores the ID and world coordinates of its vertices to the first SSO (the 

containing triangle list). Although it would be tidier to maintain a single list of vertices for all triangles and 
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refer to them by indices, in practice it was found that doing so increased execution times substantially without 

producing an essential reduction in memory usage. The second SSO, the ID raster, is written by invocations of 

the fragment shader. Each fragment gets the ID of its containing parent triangle from the previous geometry 

shader invocation via the containing triangle list and writes its value to the appropriate cell in the SSO, 

formatted with the same row and column dimensions as the target frame buffer. The fragment shader is also 

responsible for creating a hidden surface mask in the image background color to hide any linework generated in 

the second pass that should not be visible from the selected viewpoint. This step was left out of the algorithm 

for clarity. 

The second GPU pass, unlike the first, uses only vertex and fragment shader stages. In the vertex shader for the 

second pass, 6 vertices, given in screen coordinate space, specify 2 screen-filling triangles. Fragment shader 

invocations then run for each fragment within both triangles, with each reading its containing parent triangle ID 

and those of its 8-case neighbors from the ID raster SSO. As in fixed-mesh silhouette detection, Adjacency 

requires that each tessellated triangle know its edge-adjacent neighbors. However, it does not require an 

expensive global Delaunay triangulation to establish surface topology as does PenAndInk. Instead, it uses 

the containing triangle ID raster as an adjacency map (Figure 7). A fragment shader invocation renders a pixel 

in the silhouette color only if 

1) its fragment borders another rendered from a different containing triangle and 

2) the 2 fragments do not share a 3-space edge. 

3-space adjacency is determined by reading the records on the containing triangle list associated with the 

contrasting IDs of the adjacent fragments and inspecting them for shared 3-space vertices. The implementation 

for this paper currently renders silhouette pixels for both adjacent fragments that pass the silhouette test; future 

implementations will render only one. 

[FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE] 

Unfortunately, Adjacency is susceptible to cracks between PN triangle surface patches. Adjacent fragments 

along the edge of 2 neighboring patches may not render to adjacent cells in the SSO under certain conditions 

(Vlachos, et al. 2001). In that case, whatever initialization value has been stored in the SSO remains as the 

value between the 2 rendered PN triangle edges. A fragment adjacent to the crack sees a crack fragment as 
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having a different containing triangle ID from its own. Special case handling is required to prevent crack 

fragments from rendering as silhouettes. 

3.2 Algorithm 2 (Toward/Away): Finding silhouettes in image space 

The second algorithm uses an exclusively image space approach to silhouette detection. Using the strategy 

illustrated in Figure 8, it examines fragments along the view axis for containing triangles that point toward the 

viewpoint and those that point away. If a given ‘toward’ fragment at some screen location u,v is nearer to the 

viewpoint than an ‘away’ fragment, also at u,v,, and if another 8-case neighboring ‘toward’ fragment exists at 

even greater depth, a silhouette exists at u,v. Conversely, if the nearest away fragment depth at u,v is not 

bracketed between the adjacent toward fragment depths, then both toward fragments have been generated from 

adjacent toward facing surfaces and no silhouette exists between them. Although this technique requires the 

storage of depth buffers for both ‘toward’ and ‘away’ fragments, 

 it does not require extra surface processing beyond that for display purposes; 

 it does not require a geometry stage to assemble and store containing triangle IDs; and 

 it does not require SSOs for containing a triangle list or ID raster.   

[FIGURE 8 ABOUT HERE] 

To find silhouettes through toward/away view contrast (Toward/Away):  

1. On CPU: 

1.1. Find the PN vertices for the mesh (one-time operation); 

2. On GPU, for each rendered frame: 

2.1. First rendering pass: 

2.1.1. Group mesh vertices into PN triangle patches (vertex shader); 

2.1.2. For each PN triangle, define Bezier control points and specify evaluation sites 

(tessellation vertices) using inner and outer tessellation values (tessellation control 

shader); 

2.1.3. For each tessellation vertex, evaluate surface with respect to its Bezier equation 

(tessellation evaluation shader); 
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2.1.4. For each ‘toward’ or ‘away’ fragment, overwrite the value in the corresponding depth 

buffer if its depth value is less than the current value (fragment shader); 

2.2. Second rendering pass: 

2.2.1. Create 2 screen filling triangles (vertex shader); 

2.2.2. For each toward-facing frame buffer fragment, 

2.2.2.1. If an away-facing fragment depth at this location is greater than that of the 

toward-facing fragment, and if an 8-case neighboring toward-facing 

fragment is further than the away-facing fragment, 

2.2.2.1.1. Render a silhouette on the adjacent toward pixels (fragment shader). 

Toward/Away and Adjacency share the same design for their first pass vertex, tessellation control, and 

tessellation evaluation shaders. However, the first pass fragment shader in Toward/Away renders its 

evaluated surface to 2 off-screen frame buffers, both with depth buffer attachments. Any fragment whose 

associated surface normal points toward the viewpoint renders to the ‘toward’ frame buffer and records its 

depth in the associated depth buffer. Fragments with normals pointing away from the viewpoint render to the 

‘away’ frame buffer and record their depth in the away depth buffer. Fragments nearer to the viewpoint in both 

cases overwrite data left by further fragments. After all vertices in the pipeline have passed through the 

fragment shader, the toward depth buffer holds the depths of the nearest toward-facing fragments along the line 

of site to the viewpoint and the away depth buffer holds depths for the nearest away-facing fragments. Like 

Adjacency, the first pass fragment shader of Toward/Away also writes a hidden surface mask to the toward 

frame buffer (the color values in the away frame buffer are ignored). In the second pass, a Toward/Away 

fragment shader invocation looks up the depths of its nearest toward and away fragments, and the toward 

fragments of its 8-case neighbors. If it finds that an away depth at its frame buffer coordinates is greater than 

the toward depth, and if an 8-case neighbor is further away than the away depth, a silhouette is indicated at its 

location by rendering a pixel at its frame buffer coordinates for the on-screen frame buffer. The 

implementation for this paper renders only 1 pixel for adjacent fragments that pass the silhouette test. 

4. Test implementations and results 
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The implementations for Adjacency and Toward/Away share the PenAndInk C++ code base (developed 

by the author in Microsoft Visual Studio v. 10) for initial data input and mesh preparation. Both use OpenGL 

and GLSL versions 4.3. The author tested and recorded implementation performance statistics on a Dell XPS 

system running Microsoft Windows 7 with an Intel Xeon processor clocked at 3.6 GHz and 8 GB main 

memory. The GPU is an NVIDIA GeForce GT 435 with 96 cores, 2.05 GB dedicated RAM, and a 650 MHz 

clock frequency. 

Figures 9-11 show the rendered silhouettes produced by PenAndInk, Adjacency, and Toward/Away 

respectively for a scene in Zion National Park centered on the West Temple feature from a viewpoint in UTM 

zone 12, 325249m E, 4117889m N, elevation 2000m (vertical scaling = 1.0), with a view azimuth of 310° and 

view altitude of 0°. Table 1 lists elapsed times for a single rendered frame in each implementation. Figure 9 (the 

PenAndInk output) and its performance statistics are presented here for comparison with Adjacency and 

Toward/Away. The test data consists of elevation samples extracted from the National Elevation Dataset 

(USGS 2014). Equation 1 provides the number of PN triangles for a grid cell DEM of a given size: 

N = [(C – 1) x (R – 1) x 2]           (1) 

where C is the number of columns, R is the number of rows, and N is the resulting number of triangles. 

The data points were extracted at 50 meter horizontal resolution in easting and northing over a 6 km by 7 km 

region covering 120 columns by 140 rows, producing 33,082 PN triangles. The test implementations for 

Adjacency and Toward/Away applied identical levels of detail to PN triangle tessellation (and are 

comparable to the PenAndInk implementation). Previous testing with PenAndInk showed that a 50 meter 

horizontal resolution provided a sufficiently smooth analytical surface with acceptable execution speeds and 

memory requirements. 

Figure 9, rendered by PenAndInk, illustrates silhouette production in a totally object-space, fixed rendering 

pipeline implementation. Some small breaks exist along the silhouettes, largely due to precision issues with 

built-in fixed pipeline line rendering techniques. For the most part, however, the placement of the lines are 

appropriate with respect to the features. The reader is invited to view this scene in Google Earth with the 

coordinates provided in the previous paragraph for a photo-realistic illustration of the scene 
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(PenInkImageSpace2013View.kml is provided on the Transactions in GIS website for the reader’s 

convenience).  

 [FIGURE 9 ABOUT HERE] 

The most important attribute of the image in Figure 9, however, is the time required to produce it—

approximately 1 minute and 59 seconds. Clearly, this is not a viable implementation platform for animation 

given that frame rates supporting the appearance of acceptably smooth motion should not fall below 24 frames 

per second (FPS). 

Figure 10, produced by Adjacency, shows very few breaks along silhouette lines and also picks up more 

surface detail than does PenAndInk. Silhouettes appear wider than they do in PenAndInk because the 

working implementation renders both adjacent pixels in the silhouette color (future implementations will shade 

only one). Adjacency is somewhat susceptible to spurious details introduced by surface cracking along PN 

triangle edges. Although special case handling eliminates most of the inappropriate silhouette pixels, some 

remain, especially near horizontal lines toward the right of the image. 

[FIGURE 10 ABOUT HERE] 

Adjacency produced the image in Figure 10 in 203.0 milliseconds or at an animation rate of almost 5 FPS. 

Although this is still less than optimal for animation, Adjacency would produce approximately 586 frames 

for each of those produced by PenAndInk. 

The image in Figure 11 was produced by Toward/Away. Like PenAndInk, the silhouettes rendered by the 

Toward/Away implementation are 1 pixel wide. It shows fewer silhouette ‘lines’ than does Figure 10 which 

may actually be desirable in an artistic sense. Some gaps occur in silhouette lines but none of the spurious detail 

in Figure 10 is present here. Toward/Away produced the image in Figure 11 in 66.96 milliseconds (14.93 

FPS), giving an approximate speedup value of 3.03 over Adjacency.  

2 video screen capture files are provided on the Transactions in GIS website representing fly-throughs of the 

West Temple scene. Both files are encoded with the MPEG4 video codec. The first, WTemplesilh2.avi, shows 

silhouette rendering alone using the Toward/Away implementation created for this paper. Frames step 100 

meters in horizontal position between animation frames, encoded with a rate of 10 fps to allow the viewer to 

see the effects of surface masking and perspective parallax effects.The second (WtempleAll2.avi) shows a 
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combination of silhouette and drainage rendering for crease animation using a preliminary implementation that 

extracts viewpoint-independent features from a drainage model with level of detail dependent on the distance of 

the viewpoint to the surface. Frames step in 10 meter increments with video encoding at 24 fps to best show 

line selection detail. Both files were created with FFmpeg (FFmpeg 2014). 

[FIGURE 11 ABOUT HERE] 

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

5. Discussion 

Obviously, moving all silhouette rendering computations onto the GPU has led to very large increases in 

performance over PenAndInk. Additionally, the timing statistics show that Toward/Away produces 

silhouettes at faster speeds than does Adjacency. Although it is very difficult to produce precise timing 

results within shader stages of a GPU implementation, it is likely, given that geometry shaders are 

relatively expensive stages of the rendering pipeline (Shreiner et al. 2013, p. 562), that inclusion of a 

geometry shader stage in Adjacency led to longer elapsed times over Toward/Away, which has none. 

Although Toward/Away uses 2 depth buffers to record closest toward and away-facing fragments and 

Adjacency uses only 1, this does not appear to have made a critical difference in rendering speeds.  

Both Adjacency and Toward/Away are fundamentally parallel algorithms with implementations that 

achieve their large speedup values over PenAndInk by 

 keeping data transfer between system and graphics memory to a minimum, 

 performing all per-frame rendering on the GPU, and 

 limiting GPU core synchronization wherever possible. 

 To work within these constraints, both implementations 

 do 1-time vertex pre-processing on the CPU, 

 transfer processed vertex data once from system memory to GPU memory, 

 perform all subsequent rendering processing on the GPU, 

 use shader storage objects to support fast, shared data access across GPU cores, and 
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 avoid any global topological construction on rendering passes that would require synchronized 

core-to-core data sharing. 

At rates of approximately 15 FPS for the Toward/Away implementation, hardware improvements are 

likely to bring animation frame rates up to standard animation speeds. Indeed, initial runs on a new 

development platform using an NVIDIA GTX 780 GPU with 2,304 cores, 3 GB on-board RAM, and 863 

MHz clock frequency rendered silhouettes for the West Temple scene in 33.4 milliseconds or at almost 30 

FPS for the Toward/Away implementation, bringing it above the minimum acceptable rate of 24 FPS. Of 

course, in a production environment, both silhouettes and creases will need to be rendered within a 

single frame. The author is currently developing 2 shader-oriented algorithms for rendering creases. The 

first performs real-time rendering of drainage direction vectors based upon elevation data associated 

with frame buffer fragments. This technique makes use of a compute stage on the GPU, one that performs 

computations but does not consume or produce vertex data. The second samples from a pre-processed, 

high density drainage map to produce creases for varying tessellated levels of detail. It is expected that 

the second algorithm, requiring no object-space analysis per scene, will perform at faster frame rates 

than the first. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has demonstrated that the application of parallel programming strategies to modern GPU 

hardware can provide enormous increases in rendering performance over older sequential 

programming techniques, allowing cartographers to invent surface portrayals that recapture the beauty 

and utility of hand drawn pen and ink illustrations at animation speeds. The author is currently 

developing algorithms and implementations for creases that also show promise for attaining real-time 

rendering speeds. In combination with the silhouette rendering techniques describe here, the results of 

that work will serve as a prototype for further research in improving the quality of automated pen and 

ink landscape imagery. It is exciting to imagine extending this work to other styles of landscape 

illustration such as the so-called ‘painterly’ styles of non-photorealistic rendering that imitate watercolor 

or oil paintings. Other rendering styles, such as the addition of seasonal effects or feature geometries to 

photographic imagery, will become more practicable as well (Premože et al. 1999).  Even more exciting is 
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imagining how cartographic visualization might be integrated with numerical simulations. Beyond their 

capacity to support high-speed graphics applications, GPUs are already hosting myriad, exclusively 

numeric, applications. As GIS software engineers begin to reimagine standard sequential numerical 

algorithms for massively parallel alternatives and integrate them with real-time cartographic 

visualization tools, it will become essential for cartographers to take a leading role in directing the design 

of next-generation GIS platforms.  
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Table 1. West Temple silhouette rendering times and speedup values over PenAndInk for each of the 

implementations. 

 

 

 

 

  

Implementation Elapsed time Frames per second (FPS) Appx. Speedup over PenAndInk 

PenAndInk Appx. 1 min, 59 sec .008 — 

Adjacency 203.0 millisec 4.93 586 X 

Toward/Away 66.96. millisecc 14.93 1777 X 
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Figure 1. A rendered portion of the Sawatch Range in Colorado, looking west, created from the implementation 

discussed in Mower (2011) and referred to as PenAndInk in the following discussions. Using a rendered B-

spline surface as a mask and analytical surface, PenAndInk renders silhouettes, representing visible/invisible 

surface borders and land/sky edges, and creases, representing view-independent hydrologic features, to create 

the final composite image at the lower right. Illumination comes from the upper left. The B-spline in the upper 

left is rendered with non-emissive Phong shading for clarity here. 
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Figure 2. Workload distribution in PenAndInk. A large number of supporting graphics operations execute on 

the CPU. 
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Figure 3. The GLSL programmable pipeline, versions 4.3 and later. 
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Figure 4. Rendering PN triangles. Rendering begins after the surface geometry is copied from the CPU to the 

GPU. For each frame on the GPU, the vertex shader passes the vertex and point normal data to the tessellation 

control shader (TCS) which creates PN triangles with interpolated Bezier control points (b003-b300). The TCS 

also creates a set of tessellated vertices as evaluation sites (green dots) within each PN triangle for the 

tessellation evaluation shader. The fragment and optional geometry stages were not presented here for clarity. 
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Figure 5. Silhouette viewing geometry. A silhouette exists along the shared edge of the 2 triangles because 

one is visible from the viewpoint and the other is not. 
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Figure 6. The rendering pipeline for the first rendering pass of Adjacency. 
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Figure 7. Fragment processing in the 2nd rendering pass of Adjacency. The containing triangle IDs A, B, C, 

and D are stored in their projected locations in a shader storage object (SSO). Although fragments from 

triangles A and C are adjacent, they are not silhouettes because their containing triangles are adjacent in 3-

space. Adjacent fragments from triangles B and D mark silhouettes because their containing triangles are not 

adjacent in 3-space. Only surfaces facing toward the viewpoint are considered.  
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Figure 8. Toward/Away depth buffers. A Toward fragment from containing triangle A has a distance of 5 

from the viewpoint. An Away fragment from B, at the same screen coordinates as the Toward fragment 

from A, has a distance of 7. A screen-adjacent Toward fragment from C has a depth of 8. Since 8 > 7 > 5, 

a silhouette exists between and is painted on pixels corresponding to Toward fragment depths 5 and 8. 
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Figure 9. West Temple rendered with PenAndInk. 
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Figure 10. West Temple rendered with Adjacency. 
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Figure 11. Rendering of West Temple feature with Toward/Away. 
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Illustration Captions 

Figure 1. A rendered portion of the Sawatch Range in Colorado, looking west, created from the implementation 

discussed in Mower (2011) and referred to as PenAndInk in the following discussions. Using a rendered B-

spline surface as a mask and analytical surface, PenAndInk renders silhouettes, representing visible/invisible 

surface borders and land/sky edges, and creases, representing view-independent hydrologic features, to create 

the final composite image at the lower right. Illumination comes from the upper left. The B-spline in the upper 

left is rendered with non-emissive Phong shading for clarity here. 

Figure 2. Workload distribution in PenAndInk. A large number of supporting graphics operations execute on 

the CPU. 

Figure 3. The GLSL programmable pipeline, versions 4.3 and later. 

Figure 4. Rendering begins after the surface geometry is copied from the CPU to the GPU. For each frame on 

the GPU, the vertex shader passes the vertex and point normal data to the tessellation control shader (TCS) 

which creates PN triangles with interpolated Bezier control points (b003-b300). The TCS also creates a set of 

tessellated vertices as evaluation sites (green dots) within each PN triangle for the tessellation evaluation 

shader. The fragment and optional geometry stages were not presented here for clarity. 

Figure 5. Silhouette viewing geometry. A silhouette exists along the shared edge of the 2 triangles because 

one is visible from the viewpoint and the other is not. 

Figure 6. The rendering pipeline for the first rendering pass of Adjacency. 

Figure 7. Fragment processing in the 2nd rendering pass of Adjacency. The containing triangle IDs A, B, C, 

and D are stored in their projected locations in a shader storage object (SSO). Although fragments from 

triangles A and C are adjacent, they are not silhouettes because their containing triangles are adjacent in 3-

space. Adjacent fragments from triangles B and D mark silhouettes because their containing triangles are not 

adjacent in 3-space. Only surfaces facing toward the viewpoint are considered.  

Figure 8. Toward/Away depth buffers. A Toward fragment from containing triangle A has a distance of 5 

from the viewpoint. An Away fragment from B, at the same screen coordinates as the Toward fragment 

from A, has a distance of 7. A screen-adjacent Toward fragment from C has a depth of 8. Since 8 > 7 > 5, 

a silhouette exists between and is painted on pixels corresponding to Toward fragment depths 5 and 8. 
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Figure 9. West Temple rendered with PenAndInk. 

Figure 10. West Temple rendered with Adjacency. 

Figure 11. Rendering of West Temple feature with Toward/Away. 
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Supporting File Captions 
 
PenInkImageSpace2013View.kml. KML file for use with Google Earth containing viewing parameters for the 

West Temple feature in Zion National Park that is the subject of the imagery in this document. 

WTemplesilh2.mp4. MPEG file containing a video screen capture of a fly through of the West Temple scene 

showing silhouette generation. 

WtempleAll2.mp4. MPEG file containing a video screen capture of a fly through of the West Temple scene 

including both silhouette and preliminary crease generation. 


